ADVISORY NO.  101, S. 2018
In compliance with DepEd Order No. 8, s. 2013
This Advisory is issued not for endorsement per DO 28 s. 2001,
but only for the information of DepEd Office,
Public and Private Junior and Senior High School
July 24, 2018
(visit www.depedantipolo.com)

ON-SITE EVENTS MANAGEMENT

The On-Site Events Management will conduct a Deli Music Festival: Back to the 90's which will be held on August 10, 2018 at Robinson Place Metroeast. It is an excellent opportunity for the students to further hone their intrinsic and talent ability and share their gifts and talents to wider audience.

Participation of public should be in voluntary and shall be subjected to the no disruption of classes policy stipulated in DepEd Order No. 9, s. 2005 Entitled Instituting Measures to Increase Engage Time on Task and Ensuring Compliance Therewith.

This is also subject to the No Collection Policy as stated in DepEd Order No. 41, s. 2012, Section 3 of Republic Act No. 5548, an Act Prohibiting the Sale of Tickets and/or the Collection of Contributions for Whatever Project or Purpose from students of Public and Private Schools, Colleges and Universities (Ganzon Laws) and DepEd Order No. 66, s. 2017, Implementing Guidelines on the Conduct of Off-Campus Activities.

For the information of the field.
August 7, 2018

DR. ROMMEL C. BAUTISTA, CESO VI
School Division Superintendent
Department of Education
Division of Antipolo City

Dear Sir:

It is a pleasure and privilege to invite your talented school’s to participate in the Deli Music festival: Back to the 90’s. The Said Competition will be held on August 10, 2018 @ Robinson Place Metroeast, it is an excellent opportunity for your students to further hone their intrinsic and latent ability and share their gifts and talents to wider audience.

Attached here is the following guidelines of our competition. Thank you and Godbless

[Signature]
Coordinator
Deli Music Festival Back to 90's Mechanics

1. Open to all amateur POP Groups nationwide, with members not younger than 16 years old but not older than 35 years old.
2. POP Groups must consist a minimum of three (3) members and a maximum of five (5).
4. Promo period: July 9, 2018- August 17, 2018
5. Enclose the following requirements in a short brown envelope:
   • Completely filled-out application form.
   • Photocopy of each member’s any valid government ID/School ID
   • If the Pop Group is consists of students, a letter of endorsement from their school is a requirement.
   • Submit in a CD/DVD/USB a 5-6 minutes song and dance routine video performing 90’s top hits of Pop Groups like Backstreet Boys, N’sync, Spice Girls, T.L.C. Boys II Men, 98°, Westlife, All-4-One, etc.
6. Submit complete requirements at the Customer Service Counter of the following Robinsons Supermarket participating branches:
   • Robinsons Supermarket Metro East, Robinsons Supermarket General Trias,
   • Robinsons Supermarket Cloverleaf, Robinsons Supermarket Dumaguete, Robinsons Supermarket Iligan.
7. All submissions must be made until the day of the deadline before 8:00 pm. Late entries will not be accepted.
   Deadline of submission of entries per event branch are as follows:
   • July 27, 2018------- Robinsons Place Metroeast
   • August 3, 2018------ Robinsons Place General Trias
   • August 10, 2018----- Robinsons Place Dumaguete
   • August 17, 2018----- Robinsons Place Iligan
8. Only 6 Pop Groups per event date will be selected to join the contest. Short listing of Pop Groups will happen on the following dates:
   • July 30, 2018-------- Robinsons Place Metroeast
   • August 6, 2018------- Robinsons Place General Trias
   • August 13, 2018----- Robinsons Place Dumaguete
   • August 20, 2018------ Robinsons Place Iligan

One (1) Robinsons Supermarket Corporation representative and two (2) On- Site Events Management (agency) representatives will do the selection, in the presence of a DTI representative.
Criteria for short listing:

- Musical ability based on the actual performance ———— 4 POINTS
  (clarity, dynamics, technical skills)
- Stage Presence ———— 3 POINTS
  (audience appeal)
- Choreography ———— 3 POINTS
  (movement synchronization, difficulty)

Total ———— 10 POINTS

9. Selected Pop Groups will be notified after the screening thru text/call and email.
10. Pop Groups will be instructed to arrive at 1pm at the event area of their corresponding mall on the event day for briefing and further instructions.
11. Up to two (2) substitutes are allowed 12 hours before the competition. Organizers should immediately be informed of the changes
   - Pop Groups will be given 5-6 minutes to perform a song and dance number using the hits of 90's (Backstreet Boys, N'Sync, Spice Girls, T.L.C, Boys II Men, 98°, Westlife, All-4-One, etc.)
12. All Pop Groups should not have the following in their sets:
   - Abusive or profane language
   - Disrespectful or inappropriate actions
   - Any movement that risks equipment damage and serious injury (ie: dangerous stunts, props using fireworks, jumping off the stage, etc.)
   - Obscene costumes
13. Rehearsal on the competition day in the mall vicinity (outside the event area) is not allowed. Pop Groups will be given 10mins. each to sound check before the contest proper.
14. One (1) point will be deducted for every five (5) seconds less or five (5) seconds exceeding the time limit.
15. Set time will begin on the 1st note and will end at the last note.
16. The performances will be judged by celebrity Chef Rolando Laudico and representatives from Robinsons Supermarket Corp. based on the following criteria in the presence of a DTI representative:

   - Musicality (clarity, dynamics, technical skills) ———— 30%
   - Choreography (movement synchronization) ———— 30%
   - Stage Presence (90's look, styling and appeal) ———— 20%
   - Overall Impact (audience appreciation) ———— 20%

   Total ———— 100%
17. Elimination rounds will take place in the following malls:
   Robinsons Place Metroeast on August 10, 2018 and
   Robinsons Place General Trias on August 17, 2018.
18. The Top three (3) scorers for the elimination rounds will advance to the Grand Finals,
    which will be held at Robinsons Supermarket Ayala Malls Cloverleaf on Sept. 14,
    2018, wherein only one (1) winner will be declared as Grand Champion.
19. The two (2) out-of-town event branches for the On-The-Day Competitions are:
    Robinsons Place Dumaguete on August 25, 2018 and
    Robinsons Place Iligan on September 1, 2018.
    One (1) Pop Group for each provincial leg will be awarded as the Grand Winner.
    The non-winning groups will receive consolation prizes.

   *In case of a tie, judges will deliberate and must declare only one (1) winner.

20. Prizes are as follows:

   **Elimination Rounds:**
   Finalists (Top 3 Pop Groups) – P10,000.00 each
   (3) Consolation prize – P5,000.00 each

   **Provincial Legs (on-the-day competition)**
   Grand Winner – P30,000.00
   (5) Consolation prize – P5,000.00 each

   **Grand Finals**
   Grand Champion – P50,000.00
   (5) Consolation prize – P5,000.00 each

21. Winners will be announced right after the event, and prizes shall be awarded
    accordingly.
22. 20% tax for prizes over P10,000.00 will be covered by Robinsons Supermarket
    Corporation.
23. The judges’ decision is final and irrevocable with the concurrence of the DTI.